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1. To create a comprehensive website that
assists researchers, administrators, and students
in finding collective details about their research.
 
2. To market and sell the physical product to a
new audience. 
 
3. To establish a platform for users to
communicate via an online forum. 
 
4. To rebrand the website and product to match
user necessities and enhance marketing
strategies. 

How might we improve the experience
of animal researchers trying to collect,
manage, and share data from their
findings on a website?

Client Goals 

Design Question
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Key Takeaways

Research-based Functions 
Manage specific projects 
Purchase a unit  
Organize and edit data 
Register purchased unit 
Data analysis 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Target Audience

This website should reflect a minimalist concept because it
should be straight forward and reflect direct user research.
Explicit talk about login/signup
This website should have map integration because it is the best
way to showcase direct findings and the location of each finding. 
This website should have dashboard controls because it is the
best method for keeping the website organized and concise. 
This website should reflect accurate data because it is essential
for the success of all users to see the most accurate data 
This website should enable new or returning users to purchase
and sell their personal unit. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Our established target audience represents users who fall
under the categories of researchers, administrators, and
students. The largest portion of our target audience is
represented by researchers. The second largest portion of
our target audience is represented by administrators.
Lastly, our target audience is represented by students who
will be using the website for scientific research as well. 



 50%This persona represents  of our users.

Primary Persona

Lucy Bell is a dedicated project owner who graduated
from the University of Iowa in 2015. She has worked on
many different animal research projects and knows the
Biology field very well. Lucy has used a lot of different
resources to conduct her studies and always is looking
to integrate new ones into her work. 
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 20%
Design Inspiration

Youtube inspired the use of white cards to organize data
because of its clean and organized look.  Youtube does an
impressive job of organizing large amounts of data and
making it look very appealing to the eye. 

Google Drive was used as
inspiration because of its use of white
space and side bar navigation. We
incorporated the aspect of a side bar
navigation because it is easy to navigate
to and the user knows important
elements will be found there.  

Spotify inspired the use of well-
established typography hierarchy. As
soon as the user looks at the
homepage their eye can immediately
differentiate between titles and
subtext. This is an essential element
to consider when building a platform
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Design Elements
Color Scheme/Mood Board: Typography:

Body Open-Sans:

Headings: Oswald
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Design Elements Cont.
Brand Logo Design: 

Our logos emphasizes the ideas of growth and sustainability. The
colors of the logo mirror our color scheme as the bright green tree
pops out to the user and has a seamless growth coming out from
the “T”. A mouse is featured in the logo as well because mice are
common animals that research is conducted on. The second logo is
simple and features a sideways “S” that resembles a growing root
and an infinity sign. We wanted to brand ourselves with an
evergreen outlook in mind because Servitae is working to preserve
nature and research animals in their natural habitats. Our
company name is written in Latin because we know researchers
will be our main users who use Latin everyday to label animals. 
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Servitae is latin for "preserving the living"



ARDE (Animal Research Discovery Equipment) is the
brand name that represents the physical box. We
branded the box separately because we wanted to
give the box a personal feel. 
 
For example, when students use the box they can
use the acronym and it makes it very simple to talk
about the box without feeling pressured about its
scientific background. “Hey let’s go find our ARDE in
the forest”, “I wonder what ARDE found today”, “Let’s
go out and set up ARDE before dinner.” 
 
This branding technique makes the user feel
personally connected to the box. We also kept the
website branding and product branding separate in
case new products come out and we wanted to
leave the door open for any future company
endeavors. 

Design Elements Cont.
Product Name Design: 
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